Sky/cloud images captured by ground-based cameras (a.k.a. whole sky imagers) are increasingly used nowadays because of their applications in a number of fields, including climate modeling, weather prediction, renewable energy generation, and satellite communications. Due to the wide variety of cloud types and lighting conditions in such images, accurate and robust segmentation of clouds is challenging. In this paper, we present a supervised segmentation framework for ground-based sky/cloud images based on a systematic analysis of different color spaces and components, using partial least-squares regression. Unlike other state-of-the-art methods, our proposed approach is entirely learning based and does not require any manually defined parameters. In addition, we release the Singapore whole Sky imaging segmentation database, a large database of annotated sky/cloud images, to the research community.
I. INTRODUCTION
C LOUDS have been extensively studied in the research community over the past few decades. The analysis of clouds and their features is important for a wide variety of applications. For example, it has been used for nowcasting to deliver accurate weather forecasts [1] , rainfall, and satellite precipitationestimates [2] , in the study of contrails [3] , and various other day-to-day meteorological applications [4] . Yuan et al. have been investigating the clouds' vertical structure [5] and cloud attenuation for optimizing satellite links [6] .
Sky/cloud imaging can be performed in different ways. Satellite imagery [7] , [8] and aerial photographs [9] are popular, in particular, for large-scale surveys; airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data are extensively used for aerial surveys [10] . However, these techniques rarely provide sufficient temporal and/or spatial resolution for localized and short-term cloud analysis over a particular area. This is where ground-based whole sky imagers offer a compelling alternative [11] . The images obtained from these devices provide high-resolution data about local cloud formation, movement, and other atmospheric phenomena. Manuscript Segmentation is one of the first steps in sky/cloud image analysis. It remains a challenging task because of the nonrigid, feature-less, and poorly defined structure of clouds, whose shape also changes continuously over time. Thus, classical image segmentation approaches based on shape priors [12] are not suitable. Furthermore, the wide range of lighting conditions (direct sunlight tocompletely covered skies) adds to the difficulty.
A. Related Work
As color is the most discriminating feature in sky/cloud images, most works in the literature use color for cloud segmentation. Long et al. [13] showed that the ratio of red and blue channels from RGB color space is a good candidate for segmentation and tuned corresponding thresholds to create binary masks.Heinle et al. [14] exploited the difference of red and blue channels for successful detection and subsequent labeling of pixels. Liu et al. [15] also used the difference of red and blue channels in their superpixel-based cloud segmentation framework. Souza et al. [16] used the Saturation (S) channel for calculating cloud coverage. Mantelli-Neto et al. [17] investigated the locus of cloud pixels in the RGB color model. Li et al. [18] proposed cloud detection using an adaptive threshold technique in the normalized blue/red channel. Yuan et al. [19] proposed a cloud detection framework using superpixel classification of image features.
In these existing methods in the literature for cloud segmentation, the selection of color models and channels has not been studied systematically. Many existing approaches [14] , [15] , [18] , [20] , [21] use combinations of red and blue channels, which is a sensible choice, because the sky is predominantly blue due to the Rayleigh scattering of light at shorter wavelengths. However, we are not aware of any experimental analysis presented regarding the efficacy of these color channels in sky/cloud image segmentation. Furthermore, all of the aforementioned methods rely on manually defined parameters and case-based decisions for segmentation. These make the methods somewhat ad hoc and prone to errors. Finally, most of them assign binary labels by design, which further reduces their flexibility and robustness.
B. Outline of Our Contribution
The motivation of this paper is to propose a robust framework for color-based cloud segmentation under any illumination conditions, including a systematic analysis of color channels. The framework is based on partial least-squares (PLS) regression and provides a straightforward, parameter-free supervised segmentation method. We show that our approach is robust and 
offers a superior performance across two different databases as compared to current state-of-the-art algorithms. Furthermore, it allows annotating each pixel with a degree of belongingness to the sky or cloud category, instead of the usual binary labeling.
In our previous work [22] , we presented an analysis of color channels for sky/cloud images captured by whole-sky cameras, which is an important prerequisite for better segmentation. The fuzzy c-means clustering method we used in that work, however, suffers from similar shortcomings as other existing cloud segmentation methods. The main novel contributions of the present manuscript compared to our earlier work include the following:
1) introduction of a large public sky/cloud image database with segmentation masks; 2) extensive evaluation of color components and selection of appropriate color channels on two different sky/cloud image databases; 3) robust learning-based framework for sky/cloud segmentation that outperforms existing methods. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the color spaces under consideration and describes the statistical tools used for subsequent evaluation. Section III discusses the supervised probabilistic segmentation framework. The sky/cloud databases used for evaluation, including our new Singapore whole sky imaging segmentation (SWIMSEG) database, are presented in Section IV. An exhaustive analysis of color channels is performed in Section V. Section VI presents the experimental evaluation of the segmentation framework, followed by a discussion of the results in Section VII. Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. APPROACH AND TOOLS
In this section, we describe the color models and channels we consider in this paper and present the statistical tools for evaluating their usefulness in sky/cloud image analysis. Specifically, we use principal component analysis (PCA) to check the degree of correlation between the color channels and to identify those that capture the most variance. Loading factors from the primary principal component as well as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for a simple thresholding applied directly to the color values of a given channel serve as indicators of a channel's suitability for cloud classification.
A. Color Channels
We consider a set of 16 color channels and components c 1 , c 2 , ..., c 16 (see Table I ). They comprise color spaces RGB, HSV, YIQ, L * a * b * , different red-blue combinations
In the existing literature, mainly color channels c 1−9 [16] , [17] and c 13−15 [13] , [14] , [18] have been used for sky/cloud image segmentation. In addition to these, we also consider L * a * b * space (c 10−12 ) because of its perceptual uniformity properties as well as chroma (c 16 ), because clouds tend to be achromatic.
B. PCA
We use PCA to determine the underlying structure of an image represented by the 16 color channels from Table I and analyze the inherent correlations among these components. Consider a sample image X i of dimension m × n from a dataset consisting of N images (i = 1, 2, ..., N ). The individual color channels c 1−16 are extracted for X i and reshaped into column vectors c j ∈ IR mn×1 where j = 1, 2, .., 16 . The c j obtained from the different color channels of the sample image X i are stacked alongside, to form the matrixX i ∈ IR mn×16 .
We normalizeX i with the meanc j and standard deviation σ c j of the individual color channels of the image X i , and represent it byẌ i as
Subsequently, we compute the covariance matrix M i for each ofẌ i . The covariance matrices M i for each of the images provide interesting insights on how correlated the different color channels are, and on the inherent relationships between the various color channels.
The eigenvalue decomposition of M i yields
where e st represents the sth eigenvector for tth eigenvalue, and λ t represents the tth eigenvalue. These eigenvalues and eigenvectors are used for computing the relative contributions of different color channels to the new orthogonal axes. As an indication of which color channel may be most suitable for sky/cloud segmentation, we analyze the relative loading factors of the different color channels on the primary principal component. We calculate the loading factors by considering the relative contribution of the different color channels on the primary principal component. We consider the eigenvector e s1 corresponding to the primary principal component, and compute the absolute values of the 16 components of this eigenvector as the respective loading factors of 16 color channels.
C. Discrimination Threshold
In addition to PCA, we also use the ROCs curve [23] , [24] to identify the important color components in sky/cloud image segmentation. The ROC curve represents the fraction of true positives and false positives samples in the sky/cloud binary classification problem for varying values of discrimination threshold. The area between this ROC curve and the random classifier slope is widely used as a measure for the discriminatory performance in a classification framework.
We consider the set of 16 color components and compute the area under the ROC curve for each, which is subsequently used to identify the best color components for sky/cloud segmentation.
III. PROBABILISTIC SEGMENTATION
Using statistical tools, we identify the most discriminative color channels for cloud segmentation. Out of 16 color channels, the best performing color channels may be subsequently used as discriminatory feature X f i in the segmentation framework. Our objective is to predict the label of a pixel as either sky or cloud, given a set of training images with manually annotated ground truths. We formulate this task of sky/cloud image segmentation in a probabilistic manner using PLS regression. Both PCA and PLS are based on the same underlying motivation, namely to extract components that accounts for maximum variation in input data.
We start with the assumption that the sky/cloud segmentation problem is dependent on a large number of explanatory independent variables (color channels in this case). Using dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA, we observe the degree of correlation among the variables and the amount of variance captured. PCA provides this information based only on the independent input color channels and project the data into new sets of orthogonal axes. In PLS however, both the input color channels and the output labels (sky/cloud) are considered. Using a set of manually defined ground-truth images, we model the relationship between the input features and the output label. In the testing stage, we use this estimated model to predict the output labels of the pixels of a given test image.
Suppose, for a sample X i ∈ IR m ×n , the feature vector is denoted by X f i ∈ IR mn×k and the corresponding binary groundtruth image as Y i ∈ IR mn×1 . The feature vector X f i consists of k color channels from the set of 16 color channels. We decompose the feature vector X f i and labels Y i as
where T i ∈ IR mn×p and U i ∈ IR mn×p are p extracted latent matrices. P i ∈ IR k ×p and Q i ∈ IR 1×p are the loading matrices, and E i ∈ IR mn×k and F i ∈ IR mn×1 are the residual matrices. Henceforth, for the sake of brevity and without loss of generality, we drop the suffix i in the notations. In the generalized PLS regression sense, we decompose X f and Y so as to maximize the covariance between T and U [25] . Under the assumption that the input matrix X f can be expressed as a linear combination of a few latent variables, we can assume the existence of a linear relationship between T and U such that
where D ∈ IR p×p is a diagonal matrix and H is the residual matrix. Combining (5) and (6), we get
where C T is the matrix of regression coefficients and F * is the residual matrix. We extract score vectors t and u from predictors and response variables, respectively, and express as t = Xw (9) u = Yc (10) where w and c are the corresponding weight vectors of X and Y. These score vectors are necessary to define the response and predictor variables in the PLS setting. W represents a set of orthogonal basis vectors, such that W = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w p ).
From [26] , we can express the regression coefficient matrix as
Using (7) and (11), we get
where B = W(P T W) −1 C T represents the matrix of regression coefficients.
In our proposed approach, we select a set of training images from the database and obtain the regression coefficient matrix B as per (13) . In the testing stage, we obtain the corresponding segmentation result as
by using the obtained regression coefficient matrix B. However, because of the residual matrices and the inherent imperfections in modeling, the values of Y test are not discrete in nature. We do not employ any thresholding at this stage, but rather normalize these values to the range [0, 1] (0 = sky, 1 = cloud).
These normalized values provide a probabilistic indication of the "belongingness" of a particular pixel to a specific class (i.e., cloud or sky) instead of a binary decision.
IV. SKY/CLOUD IMAGE DATABASES
One of the most important prerequisites for rigorous evaluation of any segmentation algorithm is an annotated dataset of suitable images. Most research groups working on sky/cloud segmentation use their own proprietary images that are not publicly available. In this section, we mention the currently available database containing ground-truth images and describe the need for a more comprehensive and consistent database.
A. Hybrid Thresholding Algorithm (HYTA) Database
Till date, the only publicly available sky/cloud image dataset annotated with segmentation masks is the HYTA database by Li et al. [18] . It consists of 32 distinct images with different sky/cloud conditions along with their binary ground-truth segmentation masks. These images are collected from two main sources, namely ground-based sky cameras located at Beijing and Conghua, China. Additionally, several images found on the Internet from other cameras and locations are included. The ground-truth segmentation masks of each of the images are generated using a Voronoi polygonal region generator. The images in HYTA are of various dimensions; the average is 682 × 512 pixels. A few sample images of HYTA along with their ground truth are shown in Fig. 1 .
B. SWIMSEG Database
Because of the dearth of public databases for sky/cloud images, we created SWIMSEG. 1 It consists of 1 013 images that were captured by a custom-designed ground-based sky imager called wide angle high-resolution sky imaging system, developed and deployed at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore [11] . The imaging system of our ground-based sky camera consists of a Canon EOS Rebel T3i (a.k.a. EOS 600D) camera body and a Sigma 4.5-mm F2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fish-eye Lens with a field of view of 180 • .
The images captured by this system suffer from distortions in illumination and color, which need to be corrected. An example is shown in Fig. 2 . First, because of a phenomenon called vignetting, the images are comparatively darker at the edges as compared to the center. Vignetting occurs because the incident light rays reach the camera sensor with varying angles and is particularly noticeable for fish-eye lenses. We analyze vignetting in our imaging system using an integrating sphere [11] and perform the necessary correction in the image, the result of which is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
Second, the colors in the captured images vary due to the different weather conditions and capturing hours of the images and often do not correspond to the actual colors in the scene. We use a color checkerboard with 18 different color patches as a reference, whose exact L * a * b * values are specified by the manufacturer. Using the mapping between captured and actual color, we thereby obtain the color-corrected image, which is shown in Fig. 2(c) . Finally, the images from the database are undistorted using the geometric calibration function, which models the effect of the lens. This function relates each pixel of the captured image to the azimuth and elevation angle of the corresponding incident light ray. Using that information, we can project the image onto a hemisphere whose center is the focal point. This is shown in Fig. 3(a) . We generate undistorted pictures using a ray tracing approach by considering an imaginary camera (with a standard lens) at center of the hemisphere, which points toward a user defined direction with a given azimuth and an elevation angle. In order to simulate this camera, we consider an output image with dimension 600 × 600. Each output image corresponds to a viewing angle of 62 • . The rays passing through each pixel will intersect the hemisphere, and then, converge toward the center. The value of a pixel is then equal to the color of the hemisphere at its intersection point. We perform this process at varying azimuth angles for a particular angle of elevation to generate several undistorted images. Fig. 3 shows the output image as well as the lines corresponding to its borders and diagonals on the original image.
The corresponding sky/cloud segmentation masks of the images were created in consultation with cloud experts from the Singapore Meteorological Services. A few representative sample images from this database are shown in Fig. 4 .
SWIMSEG consists of 1 013 patches that were handpicked carefully from images taken over the period from October 2013 till July 2015 in Singapore. In the selection process, different parameters (viz., azimuth and elevation angle of sun, time of day, cloud coverage percentage, camera parameters) were considered. The camera elevation angle is set to three distinct angles (36 • , 45 • , and 60 • ), whereas the azimuth angle is sampled at various angles around the unit hemisphere. The camera is set to auto mode while capturing pictures, and we observe that the settings tend to remain similar across all images. This is primarily because weather conditions in Singapore remain fairly similar throughout the year. Fig. 5 characterizes the images in the dataset according to the time of day they were taken, cloud coverage, and distance from the sun. The sun rises and sets at around the same time throughout the year in Singapore, namely at 7AM and 7PM local time. The number of clear sky patches is relatively low as compared to moderately cloudy or overcast conditions. This is because Singapore experiences a tropical climate in which clearsky conditions are rare. Although most of the image patches are sampled at a certain distance from the sun to avoid saturation effects, we still include a substantial number of images close to sun.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. PCA
We use PCA as described in Section II-B to check the degree of correlation between the 16 color channels, and also to identify the ones that capture most of the variance of the input data. Fig. 6 shows the amount of variance captured by the most important principal components for HYTA and SWIMSEG databases. Table II shows the variance captured by each principal component for the concatenated distributions. In both databases, the first two principal components capture a large part of the variance across all the images, namely 85.6% and 85.4% of the total variance, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the biplots of 16 color channels for HYTA and SWIMSEG. The biplots are consistent across both databases, with only small differences. We can also infer that certain color channel pairs such as c 5 and c 15 , c 8 and c 14 , etc., are highly correlated with each other. The most noticeably different channel is c 11 (a * ), largely because the red/green axis is not very useful for distinguishing sky from cloud and contains mostly noise.
B. Loading Factors and ROC Curves
In order to determine the most appropriate color channel(s) for effective segmentation of sky/cloud images, we calculate the loading factors, i.e., the projection of the input vectors in the biplot onto the first principal component axis, as described in Section II-B. The channels with the highest loading factors are most discriminatory and thus favorable for segmentation. Furthermore, we use the area between the ROC curve and the random classifier slope to identify the important color channels in the sky/cloud binary image classification task, as described in Section II-C. Fig. 8 shows the results obtained for the loading factors and the area under ROC curve for all color channels of the concatenated distribution in HYTA and SWIMSEG databases. We see a clear trend among these values across the different color channels. Red/blue ratio channels c 13, 15 and saturation channel c 5 rank high. On the other hand, color channels like c 4 and c 11 are not discriminatory, and thereby, rank lower. Also, as could be expected from the biplots, the results are again perfectly consistent across both databases (except for c 11 ). The color channels with the maximum contribution to the first principal component are c 13 , c 15 , and c 5 . Therefore, we consider these color channels good candidates for our segmentation problem.
VI. SEGMENTATION RESULTS
In the previous section, we identified suitable candidate color components for segmentation, such as c 5 (saturation) and various blue-red ratios (c 13 , c 14 , c 15 ). These color channels are expected to perform better than others. We now evaluate the segmentation results for all 16 color channels, by individually considering them as the discriminatory feature vector X f ∈ IR mn×1 for segmentation. We showed previously [22] that there is hardly any performance improvement when using more than 1 color channel in the feature matrix X f .
We perform extensive experiments of our proposed approach on the HYTA and SWIMSEG databases. Each of the images in the two datasets are expressed in the form ofX i , as shown in (1) . The corresponding feature vector X f i is computed for both training and testing stages. The training images are used to calculate the matrix of regression coefficients B as per (13) . In our experiments, we use plsregress, the MATLAB implementation of the SIMPLS algorithm [25] for this. We set p = k = 1, as we use a single color channel for evaluation. During the testing phase, X test of the testing image is computed. Using the matrix of regression coefficients B, the corresponding Y test is computed. Fig. 6 . Distribution of variance across the principal components for all images in the HYTA and SWIMSEG databases. Each bar represents a single image. The rightmost bar in each plot shows the variance for the concatenation of all images (cf., Table II ; best viewed in color) (a) HYTA (b) SWIMSEG. 
We perform soft thresholding by normalizing these values in the range [0,1]. Therefore, this normalized value indicates the belongingness of a pixel to belong to the cloud (or sky) category.
The objective evaluation is based on the true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) samples in a binary image. We report Precision, Recall, F-score, and Misclassification rate for the different benchmarking algorithms, which are defined as follows:
A. Choice of Color Channels
As described earlier, the segmentation performance is dependent on the choice of color channels. In order to understand the effect of color channels, we use the individual color channels to constitute the feature vector X f in this experiment. We choose training and test set sizes as per Table III. We compute F-scores (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) to characterize the segmentation performance of each color channel. We perform a fivefold and tenfold cross validation in HYTA and SWIMSEG datasets, respectively. In each of these experiments, onefold is used for testing and the remaining folds are used in the training stage. Fig. 9 shows the results for HYTA and SWIMSEG datasets.
The classification performance for individual color channels follows the same trend in both HYTA and SWIMSEG dataset. Color channels c 5 and the red-blue ratio channels c 13, 15 perform best, which is consistent with what we found in Section V. Based on these results, we conduct the subsequent evaluations with c 15 as the feature vector X f .
B. Effect of Database Characteristics
We study the effect of the different characteristics of the database on the obtained F-score values of our proposed segmentation algorithm by checking whether the obtained segmentation results are biased toward a particular set of image parameters, specifically time of day, cloud coverage, and distance from the sun. We present the distribution of F-score values across these parameters in Fig. 10 .
The average F-score is slightly high in the morning and late afternoon, while it drops during midday. This is because the images captured during midday have a higher tendency to get overexposed because of the presence of direct sun. On the other hand, the images captured at the morning and evening hours of the day receive slant sun rays, and contain more clouds. The variation of the F-score values, w.r.t., the percentage of cloud in an image is shown in Fig. 10(b) . We observe that the performance is marginally better for higher percentage of cloud coverage in an image. Finally, we note that there is no clear relationship of the distance of the image patch from the sun on the obtained F-score values, which is illustrated in Fig. 10(c) .
C. Benchmarking
We benchmark our proposed approach with current state-ofthe-art cloud detection algorithms: Li et al. [18] , Souza et al. [16] , Long et al. [13] , and Mantelli-Neto et al. [17] . We also compare against another popular image segmentation algorithm, viz., SLIC superpixels [27] . Li et al. [18] use a HYTA that combines both adaptive and fixed threshold approach. Souza et al. [16] use the saturation component of the intensity, hue, and saturation color model in defining appropriate thresholds to obtain the final segmentation mask. Long et al. [13] use the ratio of red and blue channels to model the molecular scattering in the atmosphere. Mantelli-Neto et al. [17] use multidimensional Euclidean geometric distance and Bayesian approaches to identify sky and cloud pixels.
The popular superpixel segmentation simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) divides the input image into a number of superpixels. We combine it with the DBSCAN algorithm [28] to cluster the superpixels, and subsequently, categorize them into sky/cloud based on the average ratio of red and blue of a particular superpixel.
In addition to these state-of-the-art cloud segmentation algorithms, we also compare our proposed algorithm with other typical machine-learning-based methods. We extract discriminative features from image, and use them in a classifier model. In our case, we employ an support vector machine (SVM) classifier along with various image features.
We use several feature descriptors, viz., local binary patterns (LBP) [29] , color histogram (colorHIST) [30] , and dense scaleinvariant feature transform (dSIFT) [31] for extracting discriminatory features from sky/cloud images. Quite recently, Yuan et al. [19] used bag-of-words (BOW) model to model cloudand noncloud-satellite images from dSIFT local features. Yuan et al. [19] oversegments a satellite image into subimages using SLIC superpixel generation method. Image descriptors are thereby extracted from these subpatches using dense SIFT extractor. Subsequently, the BOW model is used to model the cloud-and noncloud images and the corresponding codebook is generated. An SVM classifier is finally used for the superpixel classification into cloud-and noncloud parts [19] . In addition to these features, we also use texture descriptors (using a Schmid filter [32] ) along with BOW and SVM as a benchmarking cloud segmentation algorithm. Furthermore, we also use the raw grayscale (GRAY) color channel values as discriminatory feature in feature extraction stage. These features are used in training an SVM classifier. In the testing stage, these descriptors are again computed for the test images, and the trained SVM classifier classifies them to either sky or cloud pixels. Therefore, these In our proposed approach, we assign a membership value for the cloud category to each pixel. However, as the available ground-truth masks are binary, we convert our probabilistic map into a binary map by simple thresholding in order to perform the objective evaluations. The threshold value can be any value in the closed interval [0,1]; a lower value indicates a higher tendency for a pixel to classify as cloud and a higher value indicates a higher tendency to classify as cloud pixel. Fig. 11 shows the ROC curve for our proposed algorithm by changing the threshold value in the closed interval [0,1] for both HYTA and SWIMSEG databases. Twenty trials were performed for each threshold value, with training and testing sets of images chosen randomly for each trial. The subsequent results were obtained with a threshold of 0.5. Fig. 12 shows a few sample images from the HYTA and SWIMSEG databases together with the segmentation ground truth and the corresponding output images obtained by our proposed approach and other existing methods. Most of the approaches work quite well when there is a clear contrast between sky and cloud regions, as is often the case for the HYTA database. The method of Mantelli-Neto et al. [17] fails on images that contain nonuniform illumination of cloud mass from sunlight. The detection of thin clouds is the most problematic: Long et al. [13] and SLIC+DBSCAN methods classify the entire image patch as cloud in such cases. The method of Li et al. [18] fails in cases where the boundary between sky and cloud is illdefined. We observe from the last two examples in Fig. 12 that Li et al. oversegments the corresponding input images. Except for Souza et al. [16] , most of the approaches fail for images of the SWIMSEG dataset with generally less well-defined sky/cloud separation. Similarly, the other machine-learning-based methods, viz., GRAY+SVM and dSIFT+BOW+SVM [19] perform poorly for the wide range of images. This is because the BOW model obtained for cloud-and noncloud-superpixels fails to discriminate between the superpixels in the test images. The results obtained by our PLS-based approach show that it works well across diverse illumination conditions and for both databases.
The simulations were conducted in MATLAB on a 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 LTS workstation, Intel i5 CPU at 2.67 GHz. In terms of computation time, our proposed method takes an average of 1.31 and 1.89 s for a single image from the HYTA and SWIMSEG databases, respectively. In the training stage, HYTA requires 21.5 s and SWIMSEG required 1018.6 s for computing the regression coefficient matrix B. The computation times of other benchmarking algorithm are provided in Table IV . Table IV provides an objective evaluation of our proposed approach with other state-of-the-art algorithms for all images in the testing set of the two databases. Existing algorithms require extensive tuning using various manually defined thresholds, and achieve either high precision or high recall in our evaluation, but 
VII. DISCUSSION
There are three primary advantages of our proposed approach compared to other cloud detection algorithms.
First, our cloud segmentation framework is not based on any predefined assumptions about color spaces and does not place any restrictions on the type of input images. We systematically compare different color channels and identify the most suitable ones. We also explain the reason for their better performance based on rigorous statistical evaluations in two datasets.
Second, many existing cloud segmentation algorithms rely on a set of thresholds, conditions, and/or parameters that are manually defined for a particular sky/cloud image database. Our proposed cloud segmentation approach is entirely learning based, and thus, provides a systematic solution to training for a given database.
Third, conventional algorithms provide a binary output image from the input sky/cloud image. Although these binary images are informative in most cases, they lack flexibility and robustness. We have no indication of the effectiveness of the thresh-olding of the input image. In reality, because of the nature of clouds and cloud images, it is undoubtedly better to employ a soft thresholding approach. Our proposed approach achieves a probabilistic classification of cloud pixels. This is very informative as it provides a general sense of belongingness of pixels to the cloud class. However, as only binary ground-truth images are available, we convert these probability maps into binary images for performing a quantitative evaluation of our algorithm. In our future work, we plan to extend this analysis by creating probabilistic ground truth images, where the ground truth of the input images is generated by aggregating annotations from multiple experts.
Finally, from the extensive experiments on the two datasets (cf., Table IV), we observe that the performance with images from the SWIMSEG database is generally better than for HYTA, even though the behavior of color channels is similar in both (i.e., the same color channels do well for both SWIMSEG and HYTA). We believe this is because the images in SWIMSEG were captured with a camera that has been calibrated for color, illumination, and geometry [11] .
Naturally, many challenges remain, for example: How do different weather conditions affect the classification performance? The weather in Singapore is relatively constant in terms of temperature and humidity, with little variation throughout the year. Usually it is either partly cloudy, or rainy (in which case the sky will be completely overcast, making segmentation unnecessary). As a result, our database is not suitable for investigating this question. Completely overcast conditions can be dealt with by simple preprocessing of the image before segmentation, e.g., by calculating the number of clusters, as we have done in our previous work [33] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a systematic analysis of color spaces and components, and proposed a probabilistic approach using PLS-based regression for the segmentation of ground-based sky/cloud images. Our approach is entirely learning based and does not require any manually defined thresholds, conditions, or parameters at any stage of the algorithm. We also release an extensive sky/cloud image database captured with a calibrated ground-based camera that has been annotated with ground-truth segmentation masks.
Our future work will include the annotation of a database with probabilistic ground-truth segmentation maps as well as the extension of this method to high-dynamic-range images. Going beyond segmentation, it is also important to classify clouds into different types [33] or estimate cloud altitude and movement [34] , which are both part of our current research.
